PCI Payment Solution
Telappliant cardassure is a PCI compliant business payment solution.
Give your customers peace of mind by preventing their cardholder data
from coming into contact with your systems and staff.
tm

Payment information is precious, to you and your customers. With the rise in credit card fraud and security breaches, it has
never been more important to secure valuable data. If you take payments over the phone, your business needs to make
sure the payments are secure.

What is PCI compliance?

cardassure tm features

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)
is the worldwide standard set up to help businesses
process card payments securely and reduce card fraud.
PCI DSS is intended to protect cardholder data with tight
controls surrounding the storage, transmission and
processing of cardholder data handled by businesses.
cardassure allows you to process sensitive card informatm

tion over a telephone system via a secure connection to

Trust our reliable, highly available and resilient network
Save money with our cost-effective solution designed
to be affordable for SMEs
Accept payments from all major card providers
Scalable cloud-based solution
that is deployed remotely with
no on-site hardware required

our network. cardassure can be implemented over VoIP
tm

platforms such as our VoIPOffice solution.
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Why choose cardassure

tm

Cost-effective

Simple integration

Compliance

Designed to be affordable for

Our solution integrates seamlessly

Comply with the PCI DSS regulations

small to medium sized businesses,

with your existing infrastructure and

regarding the processing of card

cardassure provides the same high

legacy systems.

payments over the phone.

tm

standards as high end solutions.

How does cardassure tm work?
The Agent opens their cardassure window and enters the

the card. Once complete, the data is processed via an

details associated with the payment (such as price,

encrypted connection to the payment provider. The caller,

references, etc). When prompted, the customer will use

agent connection remains uninterrupted throughout,

their phone’s keypad to enter the details associated with

providing a seamless customer experience.
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Customer calls
your organisation.

They are connected to
a cardassure agent.

Customer enters
sensitive data using
their phone keypad.

Encrypted card details are
passed directly to the
payment provider.

Agent uses cardassure web
interface to take the card payment.
All sensitive data appears as ‘
’
on the agent’s screen.
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Book your live demo now and start protecting your payments.
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